
Welcome To

BOSNAL
Good for you, Good for the Planet.

Earth-friendly biodegradable
dinnerware – made of all-
natural materials with no
additivest

• USDA Approved
• Safe for Mother Nature
• Chemical and Toxin Free
• Serve Hot and Cold Food



About Us
In our every deliberation, we must think about the impact of our decisions on 
the next several generations.

Bosnal products are authentic with creamy texture and design.

Our goal is to reduce the use and reliance on plastic by providing non-toxic, 
beautifully made tableware created out of natural materials.

Our primary mission is to manufacture products which preserve energy and 
rely less on petroleum-based resources.

Our eco-friendly products such as plates, bowls, and wooden cutlery are 
sourced from sustainable resources  - from fallen leaves of the Areca Palm 
tree.

Bosnal is not merely a maker of products, but a belief, an expression of our 
sentiments, enthusiasm for a lifestyle based on honesty, integrity, and 
balance.

Become a part of the journey and make your choices green.



Why opt for Bosnal?

Sustainable Products
From plastic cutlery to candy wrappers, where does the waste go?

According to research, each year, the U.S. alone generates 230 million tons of 
garbage. Of which, only one-quarter of trash is recycled.

Every year, we are adding to the 230 tons of garbage, yet there is no real way of 
cleaning the oceans, landfills and eliminating plastic trash.
 
So, finding better alternatives to single-use plastics is more important than 
ever before.

Our products are made from fallen palm leaves of the Areca Palm tree, and our 
products are USDA-approved and 100% BPA-free with no additives, dyes, or 
waxes. Our products can be broken and tossed into the compost bin efficiently. 
 
We aim at enhancing your lifestyle with the balance of social and ecological 
responsibility. Our products are soak-proof, toxins-free, suitable for serving hot 
and cold foods. We aim to provide you with the supreme quality of products. It 
would help if you went for Bosnal because by using fallen leaves, we are also 
preserving energy during the manufacturing process and reducing our carbon 
footprint, which will help our future generations to consume natural resources.



Palm Leaf Dinnerware

Why choose Bosnal?

All-Natural and Chemical Free
These energy-efficient plates and bowls can be broken and tossed into the 
compost bin directly. This ensures that cleaning after a party becomes an easy 
and hassle-free task. Since these products are not damaging towards the 
environment, they do not leave any kind of toxic chemicals behind them. 
Their decorative design along with their nature look ensures their success at 
every party. The sturdiness of these products allows them to be used for 
serving foods of different varieties. The unique look and stability of this palm 
leaf dinnerware make it a perfect alternative for camping, parties and any 
occasion.

This ensures that cleaning up after a party becomes an easy and hassle-free 
task. Since these products are not damaging towards the environment, they do 
not leave any kind of toxic chemicals behind. Their decorative design along 
with their natural look ensures their success at every party. The sturdiness of 
these products allows them to be used for serving foods of different varieties. 
The unique look and stability of Bosnal dinnerware make it a perfect alternative 
for outdoor dining, camping, parties and any occasion.



We can reduce the garbage that 
ends up in oceans and landfills, 
as the trash ends up in oceans 

and 
landfills are mostly of plastic 

food packaging.

Biodegradable and compostable 
products are more convenient to 
use than single-use plastic. Plus, 

the biodegradable nature of 
Bosnal products don't deplete 
the earth’s natural resources. 
They are broken down entirely 

after disposing.

By using biodegradable plates 
and cutlery, you can keep the 

good health of your family 
members and plastic-free 

earth.

Why do we need to switch to
Biodegradable and 
Compostable Products?



Bosnal dinnerware  is
available in a number  of sizes 
and shapes 

4 Inch
Square  plate 

7 Inch
 Square plate 

10 Inch
 Square plate 

6 Inch 

Shallow Round

9 Inch  

Shallow Round

10 Inch 

Shallow Round

6"
Round Bowl

5"
Square Bowl

9X6
Rectangle 

Tray

10"
Inch Oval

12”
Round 

compartment 
plate (4 

compartments)

And much more sizes available…



Benefits of using
biodegradable disposable
dinnerware

You are fulfilling your 
ecological responsibility 

towards the mother nature.

You are using that Products 
which is Eco-friendly and 
made up of agricultural 
wastes which are 100% 

biodegradable and 
compostable.

They do not leave any toxic 
chemicals behind, so you are 
not harming anyone by using 

the 
sustainable product. Instead, 
they provide nutrients to the 

soil when they degrade.

These plates are not only 
sturdy and extremely reliable 
and can be used for various 
foods, suitable for hot and 

cold items



How our dinnerware is made

The process begins in rural areas 
where people collect the 
fallen palm leaves. These are then 
sent to manufacturers, 
where they pressure wash them in 
clean water and let 
them air dry afterwards.

The next step is to send the leaves 
to a molding section, 
where they are given different kind 
of shapes ranging from 
various sized plates to bowls. 
Henceforth, the molded 
leaves are sent to trim off excess 
parts from them, to 
make them look more attractive 
and presentable.

The final manufacturing step is to 
pass the finished products through 
UV light for sanitation before 
packaging 

These are then packed in batches 
according to customer 
requirements and sent to Bosnal 
for the final sale.

Palm Tree Washing with
water and sun dry

PackingSterilize Compost

fallen palm
leaf

Usage Soil/Manure

trimmingHot pressing

01. 02.

03. 04.



Impact of Bosnal 

Within the first few years in business, Bosnal has helped reduce the 
disposal of paper and foam plates by 1.2-1.5 million.  At it’s current 
pace, we strive to reduce that same amount every 3 months. The 
plates take around only 45-60 days to completely decompose within 
the soil which acts to further nourishment to the environment and 
reduce the damage to the ocean ecosystem.

Bosnal introduced a stage into the palm leaf life cycle for human use, 
without any additives or preservatives.   The naturally fallen leaves 
would have decomposed and become part of the soil around them.

Additionally, Bosnal helped create livelihood for many rural habitants, 
by providing them a sustainable option to earn as well as contribute 
to a big cause. This also helps reduce the problem of migration from 
rural to urban areas, whose primary reason is to find better money 
earning opportunities in the cities.

“Take a small step forward and switch to Bosnal palm leaves dinnerware. It 
will be good for you, and your planet.” 
- Bosnal
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Our Products

Bosnal  Eco friendly Palm Leaf 
Biodegradable 7 inch Square 
Plates.

Bosnal Eco friendly Palm Leaf 
Biodegradable 10 inch Square 
Plates

Bosnal Eco Friendly Palm Leaf 
Biodegradable Bowl Square (5 
Inch) Pack of 25 

Bosnal Stackable Palm Leaf 12 
Inch Round Compartment 
Plate



Bosnal Stackable Palm Leaf 
Biodegradable  6 Inch bowl

Bosnal Eco Friendly Palm Leaf 
Biodegradable Plates Oval (10 
inches) pack of 25

Bosnal Eco Friendly Wooden 
Cutlery Set with Spoons, Knives 
and Forks (6.5 inch) Pack of 100

Bosnal Palm Leaf Round Plates; 
Upscale Disposable 
Dinnerware; All-Natural Plates 
10 inch (25 pack)



CONTACT US
Email : info@bosnal.com
Ph: 703-981-4676
www.bosnal.com

Follow as @bosnalusa


